By way of avocation-so to speak-Morris was also one of the nineteenth-century's most active architectural and artistic preservationists. An agnostic haunted by the unsung accomplishments of anonymous artists and artisans, in 1877, he founded the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings ("Anti-Scrape"), which saved hundreds of churches and other ancient architectural creations from demolition under the guise of "restoration."
Born March 24, 1834, in Walthamstow, Morris was the third child and eldest son of Emma Shelton and William Morris Sr., a London banker and mine-owner who died when Morris was 14. Morris studied at Marlborough College (1848-51) and Exeter College, Oxford (1853-56), and briefly apprenticed in the office of the Gothic revival architect G. B. Street before he married Jane Burden, an Oxford stableman's daughter, in 1859. In 1861, he and several close friends formed the design and decorating firm of Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Co. (later Morris and Co.) , but he also devoted many of his apparently boundless energies from 1856 to 1877 to art and literature.
As a student, for example, he edited and wrote for the short-lived Oxford and Cambridge Magazine (1856). As an artist, he illuminated more than 200 book manuscripts and designed hundreds of images and patterns for stained glass, textiles, and wallpapers for the firm. As an active socialist speaker and writer from the early 1880s until his death in 1896, Morris drafted and delivered more than 100 essays and lectures devoted to art, labor, socialism, communism, architecture, and the aforementioned "lesser arts," some of which appeared in Hopes and Fears for Art (1882) and Signs of Change (1888). In his early, Ruskinian essays and speeches, he argued plainly and conversationally that the industrial order of nineteenth-century Britain had destroyed the environment, traduced natural human aspirations to make things of worth and value, and effectively reduced men to machines of mass consumption as well as of mass production. A truly just order, by contrast, would enhance workers' lives, "giv[e] us pleasure in our work," and create real added value in the form of an "art made by the people for the people as a joy to the maker and the user" (as quoted in Morris 1910-15, Vol. 22, 5 and 80) .
In 1884, Morris helped found a new organization called the Socialist League, which he helped sustain for six years as an indefatigable writer, speaker, and editor of its weekly newspaper Commonweal. Ill health began to abridge his activities in 1890, and he devoted much of his energy in the last six years of his life to the Kelmscott Press, a venture in book design that is still studied as a landmark in the history of fine books.
In his many essays in the mid-and late-1880s and 1890s, Morris denounced what he called "commercial war," a perpetual state of overt violence, covert coercion, and relentlessly forced overproduction of shoddy "goods" shoved down workers' throats,
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In place of this perpetual war, he advocated communism, a state in which all would do the work they can, and all would have access to the means of production:
Especially important to Morris was the quality of human work, for "all labour, even the commonest, must be made attractive" (as quoted in Morris 1910-15, Vol. 23, 111) . It should, that is, be varied, unforced, undertaken in conditions of adequate rest, and grant a measure of freedom and creativity to each worker "since . . . the main pleasure of life is the exercise of energy in the development of our special capacities" (as quoted in Morris 1910-15, Vol. 23, 137 Here and elsewhere, Morris articulated a deeply held broad-left insight-passed down from generation to generation-that "socialism" is an ethic, while dogmatic Marxism is a positivist pseudoscience. Put somewhat differently, his artistic gifts, [p. 565 ↓ ] egalitarian ideals, and faith in the social value of the "lesser" arts gave a pragmatic as well as aesthetic turn to his personal view of "the Social-Revolution" and gave voice to the ethical ideal-also passed down from generation to generation-of counter-cultural resistance to a smug, philistine, and overwhelmingly hypocritical commercial oligarchy.
